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AB S TRAC T

A co¡nparison of the effects of presenting one picture

card on each trial ( individual presentation) and two

picture cards on each trial (simultaneous presentation)

durir¡g picture name training with mentally handícapped

chi ldren was conduct.ed. FoI Io¡uing basel ine assessments of

ini'Lation and naming responfies, t.raining was carried out

using a multi-el-ement design in which the two conditions

were studied concurrently. An interspersal insbructional

sequence which involved alternating a picture card which

the child could name with one the chitd could noL name was

used as the general training procedure withín which to

compare the two conditions, On each experiment.al day one

session per condition was conducted with counterbalancir:g

of sessions across days. The najor dependent variables

included: (a) correct responses for the known and unknown

picture cards to prompt trials, in which the child was

requíred to imitate the name of the picture card as

modeled by the trainer in the presence of the picture

card; (b) correct responses for the known and unknown

picture cards to probe tría1s, in which Lhe chi 1d :i_s

required to name the picture card when asked "What's

this?" by the trainer; (c) average number' ¡:f trials to

I



reach criterion; Ërnd (d) bhe cumulative number of picture

names lear"ned over sessions in each training condition.

Bi-weekly retentÍon and generalization tests to another

trainer and in another setting Tdere also conducted.

Results indicated that both conditions were equally

effective in teaching picture-names with regarcl to

measures of acquisition of naming responses and percentage

of correct responses to prompt and probe trials.

ImplenentinB the individual condition during training and

the sinultaneous conditíon during tes ting resulted in

slightly greater percentages of words retained than other

combinations of training and testing. This effect $das

Çorìsisten.b across all bhree children. The results were

discussed in ter¡ns of discrimination traíning, competing

responses and stir¡uli and situat j.onal stimuli. It h¡as

concluded that none of these factors appeared to fully

account for the results.

II
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INTRODUC TION

Operant techniques have been successfully imptemented

to develop naming responses with mentally handicapped

individuals (Bricker & Bricker, L972 Silverman, Anderson,

Marshall & Baer, 1986), psychotic individuals (Koegel &

Fincover, I974), the hearing inpaired (McReynolds, Ig84),

the severery physicarry disabred (Hurlbut, rwata & Green,

I98Z), and normal chitdren (Manos, IgBS). The procedures

generally involve reinforcing correct verbal responses to
the trainer's model in the presence of a training stimurus
(e.g. picture card). The trainer's vocalízations are then

faded out so that the training stimulus alone becomes a

discriminative stínulus for the subject's response.

Nunerous training strat,egies for teaching verbar responses

have been developed and typically include (a) using a

specific instructional sequence (e. g. , serial,
interspersal r or concurrent ) to glovern alternation of
triars (as described in Table r); and (b) a reinforcement

system to govern consequation of correct responses

according to a specific schedule of reinforcement.

l
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A. serial sequence involves presenting one iten to be

trained on consecutive trials until some mastery criterion

is reached. An interspersal sequence involves presenting

two itens one iten to be trained and one iten which the

subject has previously mastered - in trials that alternate

in a predetermined manner to some mastery criterion. A

concurrent sequence involves presenting two items in an

alternating fashion where neither iten has been previously

mastered.

Some studies investigating the efficiency of the

various training strategies indicate that a concurrent

training sequence is more effective than a serial sequence

for retent ion of naming responses ( Cuvo, Klevans ,

Borakove, Borakove, Van Landuyt, & Lutzker I9B0) or for
generalization of naming responses (Schroeder & Baer, L972;

Panyan & HalI, I97B). Moreover, one study suggests that an

interspersal sequence results in greater acquisition and

retention than a non-interspersal (concurrent ) sequence

(Neef, fwata, & Page, lg80). A further comparison of

interspersal and concurrent training sequences (Rowan &

Pear, l9B5) supports Neef et aI.'s results for acquisition

but not for retention and generalization.

An examination of the training; strategies employed in

the above studies revealed some procedural differences

which nay have accounted, in part, for their different
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findings. One difference concerns whether the method of

presentation of the training items involves simultaneously

or individually presenting itens during each triaI. In

both the interspersal and concurrent instructional

seguences two it.ens are alternated and the trainer [ây¡ on

each trial, either (a) present an item individually (e.g.,

by placing one picture card in front of the trainee) or (b)

present two itens simultaneously (e.g., by placing the two

picture cards in front of the trainee at the same time and

pointing to the particular picture card to which the

trainee is required to respond). The first method of

presentation has been inplemented more frequently
(e.g.,Panyan & HaIt, l97B; Neef et âI., 1980¡ Mcllvane &

Stoddard, l985; Silverman, Anderson, Marshalt & Baer,

1986); however, a simultaneous presentation procedure (Cuvo

et a1., I9B0) nay enhance stinulus discrinination during

training.

Cuvo et aI. ( I9B0 ) suggest that sinultaneous
presentation of stimuli nay be advantageous because

training one iten in the presence of others may present

nultipre discrinination trials, since other discriminative

stinuli are available on each trial. This nay have

inplications firstly, in choosing an instructional

sequence. ïnterspersal and concurrent instructional

sequences may be more effective than serial sequencing

because the alternation of stimuli within a session
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enhances the discrinination training occurring during the

session. secondly, it may have irnprications in choosing

the method of presenting stinuli on trials during the

instructional sequence. sinurtaneous presentation of

stinuli during training trials may be even more effective

than indivídual presentation because, rather than

alternating, both stimuli are present on each trial and

thus, discrimination training would occur on each trial,

not just over the session.

One may conceptual-íze a ranking of types of training

sequences along which opportunities for more effective

discrinination training exists (see Tabre z), The ranking

may consist of: (l) a seriar seguence (one iten trained on

successive trials to criterion), where there is little or

no opportunity for discrimination trials; (2) an

interspersar or concurrent sequence, with individual
presentation of stimuri (two itens arternated on triars),

where discrinination training occurs across trials within a

session; and (3) an interspersal or concurrent sequence,

with simurtaneous presentation of stinuli (both items are

presented on each trial), where there is the added

possibirity of discrinination training within each tríal.

Thus' with respect to discrinination training, one night
categorize the third sequence to be the most effective
training strategy of the three.
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lable 2

Acquisition, Retention and GeneraLization Results for
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On exanining previously nentioned studies in t,erms of

this ranking ( see Table 2) one can see that those

procedures which included a greater amount of

discrinination training, (categories B and c in Tabre z)

produced better resurts on inportant neasures of retention
(Cuvo et al., 1980) or generalization (Schroeder & Baer,

L972; Panyan & Halt, r97B) . Those studies cornparing

procedures in which there was seemingly not a greater

anount of discrimination training in onê procedure than in

the other with this ranking (Neef et al., IgB0; Rowan &

Pear, I9B5 ) e i ther; produced equal resul ts for both

condit ions in inportant measures of retention and

generalization (Rowan & Pear, IgBS) or; found greater

results on retention (Neef et aI., 1gB0), possibty due to

the additional training the unknown item received after

reaching criterion in the latter study.

Exarnination of a seriar procedure, an interspersal
(or concurrent) procedure with individuar presentation of
stimuli, and an interspersal (or concurrent) procedure with
simultaneous presentation of stí¡nuri outlines potentíal

advantages and disadvantages within procedures (see Tabre

3). rn a serial procedure the individuar is required to
make only one response to the same stimurus on every trial

of ùhe session. since only one stimulus is presented on

each trial throughout the session interferencë from other

stímu1i ¡¡¡ould be ninimized and one would expect fairry
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Table 3

SeriaI, fnterspersal /Lndividual
and InterspersaL/Sinultaneous

Presentation Methods

UK and K Refer to the
Known and Unknown picture Ca'rds.

TNlERSPERS,AI
INDIVÏDU.AL

INTERSPERS.A t
S IMUITÅNEOUS

SERIAT

TRAIN ING
PROCED URES

uK/x

UK

UK

1

x/vK

K

UK

I

uK/ K

UK

UK

3

K/trK

UK

X

4

TR I,{IS

_NO INTERFERENCE & R.dPID ÂCQUISITION
_NO D TSCRIMINT{,TIÔN TRÂINING

- I rnrpnFERENcE & FArRry Rrq,prD Aceurs rrroN
_DISCRIMIN.ÀTION TRÄINING IfITHIN SESSION

_INlERFERENCE POSSIBTY INCRE.{SES_DISCRIMINATION 1RÄ,INING WITHIN 1RI.{TS

POSS IBIE EFFECTS
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rapid acquisition. However, a disadvantage of this

procedure nay relate to the fact that these rapidly

acquired responses nay be less likely to come under

appropriate stinulus control since the procedure does not

involve discrinination training for two different responses

enitted in the presence of two different stimuli.

The interspersal procedure with individuat

presentation of stimuli shares some sinilarity with the

serial procedure in that on any one trial only one stimulus

is presented and only one response is required. Although

two stimuli are alternated across trials, the procedure

does not provide for discrininat ion training of each

response on any one trial. Again, sinilar to the serial

procedure an advantage rnay be that conpeting responses may

be mininized during each trial since only one stinulus is
presented at a tine.

In the interspersal procedure with simultaneous

presentat ion of st imul i , I ike that with individuat

presentation of stimuli, two responses are required of the

individual. However, on each trial of this procedure one

stimulus may be considered an S+ and one an S-. Thus, the

procedure provides for discrin¡ination training on each

triar which wourd enhance stinulus contror. A disadvantage

of this procedure may involve the fact that on each trial

two stínuri are presented and thus there may be increased
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interference due to conpeting responses. If this is the

case, acquisition of responses may take longer with this

procedure than with the interspersal procedure with

individual presentation of stimuli. However, although the

acquisition of responses nay require more training time,

the responses, once acquired, nay be under stronger

sti¡nulus control due to being trained in the presence of a

number of different stimuli. Thus, retention and

generalization may be enhanced (See Table 3 for a sunnary).

A direct comparison of individual stinulus

presentation (discrimination training/session) to

sinultaneous stinulus presentation (discrininatíon

training/ trial) on training trials has not been conducted

(B vs C in Table 2). At this point it is not entirely

clear whether the interspersal or concurrent instructional

sequence is a more ef f ective training strategy. Hor+rever,

an interspersal procedure Ì^ras chosen for this study

because: (a) it has been used effectively to teach picture

names (Rowan & Pear, 1985); (b) the interspersal procedure

has been reported to be as effect ive, if not more

effective, than the concurrent procedure in some studies
(Rowan & Pear, I9B5; Neef et al., f9S0); (") in the study

by Neef et a1.(1980), subjects specifically chose the

interspersal condition over the concurrent condition; and

(d) in the study by Rowan & Pear ( I9B5), emotional

responses were reported more in the c<lncurrent condition
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than in the interspersal condition.

The present study

methods of stimulus

invest igated the effects of two

simultaneous on the

presentat ion

acquis it ion,

generalization of naning responses during

training with mentally handicapped

interspersal instructional seguence was

general instructional sequence within which

two conditions. The research may provide a

training strategy to enhance retention and

of naning responses.

individual and

retention, and

picture name

children. .An

chosen as the

to compare the

more efficient

generalization
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBTEM

Numerous training strategies for teaching verbal

responses have been developed and generally include a

specific instruct ional sequence ( serial , interspersal r or

concurrent) to govern alternation of trials. Some studies

comparing the effectiveness of concurrent and serial

instructional sequences reported better results on

important measures of retention or generalization with a

concurrent sequence. Other studies conparing interspersal

and concurrent sequences reported inconsistent results

across studies.

Many variations in procedures occurred in the above

studies. One variation concerned the nethod of presenting

training stinuli on each trial (individual or simultaneous

presentation of stimuli) . Cuvo et a1. ( fgB0) suggest that

sinultaneous presentation of stinuli on each trial may be

advantageous in that, training one iten in the presence of

others may present nultiple discrimÍnation trials in any

one session since other discriminative stimulí are

available on each trial.

The purpose of the

effects of individual

present study was to examine the

and simultaneous presentation of



stimuli on the acquisition, retention

picture naming responses with

chi Idren.

I3

and generalization of

mentally handicapped
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METHOD

Sub.iects

Three nentally handicapped children who were able to

initate siuple, one-word responses and had a small naming

repertoire participated in this study. The children either

I ived ât, or ( in the case of one chi ld) received day

treatnent at the St. Anant Center, a residential and

educational facitity for mentally handicapped persons in

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Ronald had been diagnosed as mentally handicapped,

cause unknown, with some autistic-like mannerisms. He was

6 years old at the time of this study and was enrotled in

the Developnental Day Program which he attended daity. He

lived at home with his parents. An assessment with the

YaIe Developmental Schedule in l9B4 indicated a general

functioning level at 3 years with some successes at the B

I/2 4 year level compared to a chronological age of 4

years, l0 uonths. A developnental quotient of 65*70 was

reported at this t i¡ne.
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Kenny was diagnosed as mentally handicapped with no

known etiology but with some attribution to preuature

gestation. A seizure disorder presented at I year of âBÊr

cont inued to be somewhat act ive, and required dai Iy

nedications. Kenny was IB years old at the time of this

study and had resided in one of the cottage units at St.

Amant Centre for approxinately three years. He attended

school within the Center daily. An assessment with the

Yale Developrnental schedule in l9B4 indicated a general

functioning level at. 3 I/2 years compared to a

chronological age of 15 years, B months.

Diane was diagnosed wit.h Trisomy 2L Down's Syndrome

with an inoperable congenital heart defect. She was 10

years old at the time of this study, had lived at St. Anant

for I years and resided in one of the cottage units. She

attended school within the centre daily. Assessment with

the Yale Developmental Schedule in tgBS indicated a general

functioning Ievel at 4 years wíth speech production

comprehension at 3 - 3 L/2 years compared to a

chronological age of B years, I month. A developnental

quotient of between 45 50 was reported at this time.
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Set!inA. 4pparatus. and Materials

Individual sessions were conducted for each child in

a training room approximately three meters by three rneters

in the Psychology Research area of the Center. The child

and the trainer sat facing each other across a table during

each session.

An audio tape recorder was placed on a counter beside

the table between the child and the trainer in order to

record alI verbal responses enitted duríng each session. A

trial tining device, placed beside the tape recorder, was

used to signal to the trainer the onset of a trial and of

an intertrial interval. A two compartment choice l¡ox for

holding the prinary reinforcers (edibles) was placed in

front of the trial timing device. Stimuli presented during

picture name training consisted of picture cards chosen

from a Peabody Picture Vocabulary Kit.

Experimental Design

The study used å nulti*element experimental design

(Hersen & Barlow, I976; Kazdin, lgBZ) with counterbalancing

of sess ions each day. Thus, each chi Id received two

training sessions each day, where the simultaneous

presentation procedure r4¡as used in one sessicln and the
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and theindividual present,ation procedure

order of the sessions alternated

1n

each

the other,

day.

Pr,eI i¡ninary Assessr¡ent_ E¿ocedure

A prel iminary assessment was conducted to obtaín

picture names which the children knew to be interspersed

later between trials during baseline, retention, and

generalization tests to ensure that reÍnforcement occurred

frequently enough to maintain responding on these tests.

These picture cards were not included during training.

In this preliminary assessment, approxirnately 60

picture cards were chosen for presentation and were

presented in a random order three times each. On each

trial the experimenter presented the picture card to be

tested face up on the table, pointed to it and asked the

child " IName] , What's this'i", and allowed the chíId eight

seconds to respond. Each trial was terminated after the

emission of a correct or incorrect response within an eight

second tine period. After a five second intertrial

interval a ner,\¡ trial was presented. On every fifth trial a

motor initation trial r4¡as presented in which the

experimenter saíd "IName], do this." and modeled a sinple

motor response such as clap hands or tap table. On these

trials responses hrere reínforced after each correct

response with praise and edibles. These trials rdere
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inserted during the preliminary assessment (and during

naming and initation assessments described later) to

ensure that the child received enough reinforcement to

maintain general attending and responding during testing

(Martin, t97f; Witman, Zakaros & Chardos, L97L; Bucher,

1973; Welch & Pear, 1980). Picture cards which the child

named correctly on aIl three of the naming assessment

trials were considered known and were set aside to be used

during further assessment procedures.

Main Assessment Procedures

Two types of main assessment procedures, naning and

i¡nitation, were conducted for all children. Approximately

160 picture cards were chosen for presentation and were

further divided into eight groups of 20 picture cards each.

NaninA qssessm_ent

During &ssessments of each child's naming repertoíre

the 20 picture cards, sêlected as described above, r{rere

presented in a random order four times. The presentation

method alternated between simultaneous and individual

presentation methods (described Iater) across picture cards

and across trials for each picture card (see TabIe 4).

Thusr on each tria1, the experimenter presented the picture

card to be tested face up en the table (either individually
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Tab Ie 4

Presentation During Naming, Retention and.Generalization Assessments

WORDS

TRI Á.IS

I 2 3 4

A XI S I S

B *xs I S I
c I s I S

D ù I ù I
**X(E I S I s

tI =
**S =

***E =

IND TVIDUAI PRESENTÀTTON
SIMUITANEOUS PRESENTATION
I(NOWN WORD 10 DD RBINFORCED
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or simultaneously with another picture card which the

child knew), pointed to it ancl asked the child " [Name],

What's this?", and allowed the child eight seconds to

respond. Each trial was terminated after the emíssion of a

correct or incorrect response which occurred within the

eight second tine period. If no responding (response

omission) occurred during a trial, it h¡as considered an

incorrect response and the trial was terninated after eight

seconds. After a five second íntertrial interval a new

trial was presented.

On every fifth trial during the naning assessment, a

"known" picture card was presented and each correct

response was consequated with praise and edibles. If a

child did not respond correctly to the presentation of the

known picture, the response was modeled by ùhe experimenter

and an imitative response was reinforced. The presentation

method for these reinforced trials wäs also alternated

between simultaneous and indivídual presentation.

Iní.t g.t i-gn qs s"eq gment

DurÍng assessments to determine whether the children

could imitate the picture nailes, each

the child did not name correctly on

assessment trials r4rere presented randonly

each trial, the experimenter mocleled the

picture

the

three

card which

four naming

t imes " On

respt;nse (without
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preselìting the picture card) and required the child to

initate the response. Thus, the experimenter said "IName],

say cherry." and a correct response consisted of the child

emitting the response "cherry". Multi-syllable words were

broken into their syllables for presentat,ion during

initation assessment. TriaI and intertrial intervals ïrere

identical to that for assessing naming responses.

During initati<¡n assessments every fifth trial

consisted of modeling a known word. Praise and edibles

were presented to the child after correct imitation of the

model to maintain general attending and responding.

Picture Selection Procedure

Pícture cards which t,he child failed to nane on all

four trials during the naning assessment but which the

child imitated on all three trials during the initation

assessment t,'rere categor ized as ttunknowntt picture cards.

Picture cards which the child named on all four trials

during the naming assessment were categorized as "knon¡n"

pÍcture cards. Approximately B0 unknowi picture cards were

identified for training for each child and approxinately 24

known picture cards to be interspersed during training were

chosen for each child (described later).
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The B0 unknown picture cards Ì4rere divided into groups

of one*, two-, and three-syllable words, and each group was

divided randonly into two subgroups (see Figure 1). One

subgroup rdas Lrained usíng the simultaneous presentation

procedure and the other subgroup was trained using the

individual presentation procedure. Within each condition

words were trained in three phases in increasing order of

word complexity ( one-, two-, and then three-syllables ) .

The 24 known pictures assigned to conditions and

interspersed during 'Lraining were also divided into groups

of one-, two-, and three-syllabIe words; and each group was

divided randonly into two subgroups, each of whích was

randomly assigned to conditions. Within each condition the

known pictures to be interspersed during each phase also

had the same number of syllables as the ones being trained.

fn addition, two unknown picture cards were randomly

chosen from each of the two pools as control words. These

cards were not trained, but were randomly interspersed

during retention and generalízation testing (described

later) to ensure bhat the child had not acquired a large

picture naming repertoire in another setting over the

course of the study.
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A schenatic representation of the division of
picture cards to be trained into I, 2, and 3
syllable words and into training conditions
is presented.
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G-e¡r-e r a I T rein-i:!g.-ËL,) c-edq r.es

Each child received two sessÍons of 50 trials each per

day, five days per week. The two sessions were separated by

a I0 ninute break. Two types of tríals were presented

during training: p¡gup! and prqbe trials. A prompt trial

consisted of the trainer presenting the picture card(s) on

the table in front of the child, pointing to iL' and saying

" IName], say Iobject name]. ", The child was reguired to

imitate the response. Each correct response to a prompt

was consequated wi th praise and every fifth correct

response with edibles. A probe trial consj,sted of the

trainer presenting the picture card(s), pointing to it, and

saying " IName] , What's this?". Each correct response,

which consisted of the child naming the pícture presented,

was consequated with edibles and praise. Olenick and Pear,

( fgB0) denonstrated that this type of differential

reinforcement schedule to prompt and probe trials

facilitated verbal training. Each trial was terminated

after tlre chÍ.ld had enitted a correct or incorrect respons e

with no( including omissions) , or after eight seconds

response (whichever occurred first). Each

followed by a five second intertrial interval.

trial was

When

train ing,

ttre child

an unknown picture was initially introduced for

three probe trials were conducted to ensure that

had not learned it prior to training. The



picture card was trained

incorrectly on all three

discarded and replaced ¡vith

t rained .
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only if the child responded

probe trials; otherwise, it htas

a different picture card to be

Interspersal Pictu e Nami nø Procedure

The interspersal procedure was similar to procedures

used by Stephens, Pear, Wray & Jackson (I975) and Olenick &

Pear (1980). It was implenented in both the individual

presentation and in the simultaneous presentation

conditions (see Figure 2). The procedure consisted of

interspersing trials for a known picture card between

trials for an unknown picture card. Both picture cards

went through a systematic training sequence of probe and

prompt trials which consisted of a series of 10 steps. The

entire sequence was completed three times in order for the

unknown picture to reach criterion and to be considered

learned. For each of the three sequences a different

randomly selected known picture card was used for

interspers ing.

Training began with a prompt trial for the unknown

picture card. If the child responded incorrectly the

prompt trial was repeated until a correct initative

response occurred (see step I in Figure 2). At thís point
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A schematic representation of the
interspersal training procedure. A check
indicates a correct response an X indicates
an incorrect response (including omissions)
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a probe trial for the unknown picture card was presented.

If an incorrect response occurred, the trainer returned to

step I and repeated the procedure as before (see step 2 in

Figure 2). When a correct response occurred on the probe

trial at step 2 far t,he unknown picture card, a pronpt

trial f or the known picture card r4ras presented ( see step

3). Steps 3 and 4 arê identical to steps I and 2, except

that the trials rt?ere presented for the known picture card.

After a correct response on step 4, the unknown picture

card was presented at step 5. The procedures for steps 5

anrl 6 are identical to steps I and 7.. Thereaf ter, steps 7

through I0 consisted of alternat,e probe trials for the

known and unknown picture cards. If, during steps 7

'bhrough 10, an incorrect response occurred then the traíner

returnerl to step 3 or step 5 depending on the step at which

the error was made (ie. whether the error occurred for the

known or unknown picture card). Training continued until

the entire sequence (steps I to 10) had been completed

three times. The unknown picture was then considered to

have reached criterion and was considered to be l"earned.

If a picture card did not reach criterion for an unknown

picture beirrg trained after six sessions or if the child

responded incorrectly to the unknown or known pícture card

f or 10 consecut ive prompt tría1s , that picture card r4ras

discarded and another was selected for training or

interspers ing.
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Individual Presentation

During this condition the known and unknown picture

cards rÁ¡ere presented individually accordíng to the

Ínterspersal procedure. On each trial, the appropriate

picture card was placed on the table in front of the child

and the trainer pointed to the center of the top of the

card "

S inultaneous Presentation

On each trial of this training condition both the

unknown and known picture cards T^tere placed face up on the

table at the same tine in front of the child. The trainer

then pointed to either the known or unknown picture card

according to the Ínterspersal procedure previously

described and always pointed to the center of the top of

the picture card. The left-right position of the known and

unknown picture cards was alternated across trials

according to a pre-determined, randomized order.

Retention Tests

A retention test combining all

conditions was conducted

during this two week

bi-weekly for

words

aII

I earned

words

of known

in both

I earn ed

p i ctureperiod" A Rumber
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cards, equal to approxinately 25y" of the words to be

tested, was randonly chosen and interspersed between trials

for the unknown picture cards. These known words

coresponded in syllable complexity to the words being

tested. Each correct response to known picture cards was

reinforced with edibles and praise. Two control picture

cards ( unknown pictures which were not trainetl) r,'tere also

randomly interspersed. No consequence l^tas given f or

responses (correct or incorrect) t.o the control picture

cards or to the unknown picture cards previously l-earned.

During a retention test all trials consisted of probe

trials presented in an identical manner to the naming

baseline and aII retention tests were conducted in the

training room. Thus, each picture card learned was tested

twice using a sinultaneous presentation method and twice

using an individual presentation method.

Generalization Tests

A generalization test of naming responses wås

conducted l¡y another índividual and in another setting

after each retention test (on the same day). All picture

names tested in retention were presented in bhe

generalization test " The generalization testing procedure

r^ras identical to that inplenented for retention tests with

two exceptions. First, the test r^¡as conducted by a person

other than the trainer who did not know in which condition
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each r4rord was learned. Second, the tests r4rere conducted in

the library room of the Psychology Departnent.

Depender:t Variables

For learning, the major dependent variabl.es included

correct responses to pronpt and probe trials for known anrl

unknown picture cards, average number of trials to reach

criterion, the average amount of time to reach criterion,

and the cumulative number of picture names learned per

session in each training condition. For retention and

generalization tests the dependent variable r4ras the nunber

of previously unknown, trained picture cards correctly

named in each condition.

With the multi*element design, conparisions

across training conditions for each dependent

within each subject as well as across subjects.

experimental effects observed across subjects

confidence in drawing conclusions concerníng the

the two training conditions on responses"

I n t e rt:b qe_rueg_&e!.i eþ i I i! v

Twenty

conditions)

percent of the

rrrere randomly

retention and

sessi.ons for

selected an¡l

general izat ion

Í/t¡ere made

variable

Similar

íncreases

effects of

training (both

a1 I assessment

test sessionssessions, and
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were randomly selected and audiotaped for reliability

checks. An independent observer, trained on the procedure

and the criteria for correct and incorrect responses,

scored the child's responses by listening to the tapes.

Interobserver relíability was calculated using the formula:

number of ag;reements divided by the number of agreements

plus disagree¡nents X I00 to produce a percentage score.

the trainer was the prinary observer in this study.

P r oçe dur a 1_ Ee I ieb :!_LiLy

Twenty percent of the training sessions (both

condi t ions ) were randomly selected and videotaped for

procedural reliability checks. In addition, all assessment

sessions (except in the case of Diane where there was

equipment failure) and all retention tests were videotaped

for procedural reliability checks " An independent

observer, brained on bhe procedures for both conditions and

for the tests, scored the following categories of the

experinenter's behaviour on each trial: (a) appropriabe

picture presentation for the traíning condition

sinultaneous or individual; (b) trainer pointing to the

correct picture; (c) correct presentatíon of probe or

prompt trials ¡ ( d) deI ivery of primary and social

reinforcement fol Iowing correct resporìses to probes; ( e )

delivery of primary and social reinforcement following

correct responses to prompts; and (f) introduction of a new
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picture according to the discard criteria for known and

unknown picture cards. Procedural reliabitity was

calculated using the formula: nunber of ag,reements divided

by the number of agreements plus disagreements X 100 to

produce a percentage score " The trainer r^ras the prinany

observer "
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RE S UTTS

T¡'a_in_ing Results

The cumulative number of picture names learned by

each child over all

conditions is depicted in

picture names Iearned

child. In addition, of

learned, there is little,

of picture names learned

The simultaneous training

experimental sess ions in

Figure 3. The total number

over all sessions varied for

both

of

each

the

if

1n

€ìilv,

each

total number of picture nanes

in the numberdi fference

condition for each child.

condi t ion

slightly

condi t i on

the other

higher acquisition rabe

for Kenny. However, this

two children.

appeared to

than the

I4tas not the

generate a

indi v i dual

case for

Prompt and probe accuracy for the known and unknown

picture cards was calculated as a percentage of the total

number of correct reÍüponses on prompt trials or on probe

trials divided by the total number of prompt trials or

probe trials presented, fn some sess:ions pronpt trials or

probe trials for the known or unknown picture card were

not presented (open spaces on the graph) due to the

response pattern of the child. For example, if the child

conhinued to respond incorrectly alternately to prompt and
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Figure 3 The cumulative number of picture names
Iearned ì:y each chi ld over aI l experi¡nental
sessions in the individual and simultaneous
conditíons is presented. The individual
condition is depicted by an open square and
the sinultaneous condition is depicted by a
cros s .
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probe

trials

during

trials for an unknown picture card prompt

card may not have

3B

and probe

occurredfor a known picture

that sess ion. Note that this did occur in some

sessions for both conditions for Kenny

trials to known picture cards (Figures

for pronpt and probe

6 and 7)

Percent prompt accuracy to the unknown picture cards

is presented in Figure 4" For al.1 three children there is

no overalt difference in prompt accuracy between the two

conditions. In addition, for two children, Kenny and Diane,

there is considerable variabilíty in these data. Sinilar

results occurred for probe accuracy to unknown picture

cards, presented in Figure 5. Again, there was no clear

difference between the two training conditions for probe

accuracy. Considerable variability in the data occurred

for Kenny and Diane.

Percent prompt accuracy to the known picture card for

aIl three children is presented in Figure 6. There was no

difference in the two conditions for any of the three

children. Diane's data were slightly more rrariable than

those of Ronald or Kenny. During sessÍons with Kenny

prompt trials were sometimes not presented as previously

elescribed. Percent probe accuracy for the known picture

card for aIl three children is presented in Figure 7.

Although there is some variability in the data¡ flo clear

differences between the two conditions ü/ere apparent for
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Pronpt accuracy for the unknown picture cards
is expressed as the percentage of correct
responses divided by the tolial number of
trials. Prompt accuracy is depicted here for
alI three children across sessions for both
conditions. The individual condition is
depicted by an open square and the
sinultaneous condition by a cross.
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Fígure 5

4I

Probe accuracy for the unknown picture cards
is expressed as the percentage of correct
resporÌses divided by the total number of
trials. Probe accuracy is depicted here for
alI three children across sessions for both
conditions. The individual condition is
depicted by an open square and the
simultaneous condition by a cross.
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Figure 6
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Pronpt accuracy for the known picture card is
expressed as the percentage of correct
responses clivided by the total number of
trials. Prompt accuracy is depicted here for
al1 three children across sessions for both
conditions. The individual condition is
depicted by an open square and the
simuLtaneous is depicted by a cross.
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Figure 7
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Probe accuracy for the known picture card is
expressed as the percqntage of correct
responses divided by the total number of
trials. Probe accuracy is depicted here for
all bhree children across sessions for both
conditions. The individual condition is
depicted by an open square and the
simultaneous condition by a cross.
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any of the three children. For Kenny¡ äs occurred

pronpt trials, probe trials were not presented

sess ions f or the knr:wn picture card.

for pictur:e

is presented

were required

47

dur ing

in all

cards to

ín Table 7

for picture

condít ion.

individtral

The number of picture cards replaced in each condition

for each child is depicted in Tal¡Ie 5. A greater number of

picture cards were replaced fr:r Kenny and Diane in both

conclitions than for Ronald. A greater nunber of picture

cards were replaced in the individual condition than in the

simultaneous condítion for Kenny, the only child who

required picture carcls to be replaced according t¡: the

discard criterion.

The averåge amount of time per session (in minutes)

for both conditions is presented in Table 6, Sessions in

the simult¿rneous r:cndition required a slightly greaber

anlount of time to conduct (a ninute or less) than

individual conditíon sessions. This difference is

consistent across all three children.

The average number of trials

reach criterion in both conditions

For Rr-¡nald

cards to

For Diane,

condítion.

and Kenny fewer

reach criterion

trials

in the simultaneous

fewer trials were required in

For two chi ldren, Ronald and

the

D iane, the
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Table 5

Nu¡nber of Picture Cards Replatccd in Each Condition

COND ITION

S TMULTANEOUSINDIVIDUAL

tul,{t
O VERAL

TOTAL
D ISCÀRD
CRITERION.IOTAL

I(NOWN O N

PROBE
D ISCARD
CRITERION

I(NOITN ON
PRODECI{ILD

I

5

Ê

t1

o

0

a

0

,

B

n

I

5

0

4

0

RO NA LD

I(E NNY

D IANE

z

4

3



Table 6

r'\,verage 1i¡ne ( in Minutes ) f or Each
for Each Concli.bion

49

50 TriaI Sess ion

COND ITTON

CIITID IND I V IDUÂI S ÏMUITANEOUS

RONÄID

I(ENNY

D IANE

9.9 MIN.

B.B MTN.

9. O MIN.

10 . B MIN.

9. 3 MIN.

10.3 MIN.
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Table 7

Âverage Nu¡nber of Triar.s to Reach criterion

CONDITION

CHTID ÏNDIVIDUÂT, S ÏMUITANEOUS

RONAID

I(ENNY

D IANE

39.20

I00.00

45. B0

36.60

79.10

50.00



di fference

between the

in the nu¡nber of

5t

trials to reach criterion

snal I .two conditions was

Retention and Gener aliz.at.ion Resrrlts

Picture cards r^tere trained presenting stimuli

individually or trained presenting stinuli sinultaneously.

During retention and generalization tests aIt picture cards

learned during training were presented individually on two

trials and simultaneously (with a known picture card) on

two trials each (see TabIe 4). The percent of picture names

retained and generalízed on bi-weekly tests with respect to

whether training; was individual or simultaneous and whether

testing was individual or simultaneous ís presented in

Figure B. fn addition, Figure B depicts the results when

alI four test trials (two individual and two simultaneous

trials) were combined. It. also presents the data when the

test trials were separated intcl individual presentation on

tests and sinultaneous presentation on tests (two trials

each).

Ret ent i qn en-d gqn-erë li satjgnJegglt s-- ell- -t r¿-a-L s

Generally, when all four test

overall retention

for Kenny and

picture cards

and gieneralization

Diane" However, a

ùrials were combined,

percentages hrere low

greater percentage of

r4rere retained thantrained individuaLly
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The percqntage of picture names retained and
generalized out of the tot,al number of
picture names trained for aIl three children
in aII testing conditions is presented.
Training conditions and testing condi Lions
are depicted by each bar on the graph as
follows:

-individually trained: combined
i¡¡dividual and simultaneous.
test trials.n

ñ

N

-s imultaneous ly
individual and
test trials.

trained: combined
s i¡ru 1t an e ous

ffi

-trained individually:
tested individually.

-trained individually:
tested simultaneously.

-trained simuLtaneous Iy:
tested individually.

-trained simultaneous 1y
tested s irnultaneously.
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those picture cards

were consistent for

trained sinultaneously. These

all three children on retention

differences ranging fro¡n eight

54

resul ts

tests

to Lzand resulted rn

percent of the words retained.

Sínilar results occurred in generalization tests for

Ronald and Diane in that a Éreater percentage of picture

names trained indívidually were retained than those trained

simultaneously. These differences ranged from four to 29

percent of words generalized. For Kenny however, a greater

percentage of picture names trained simultaneously than

trained individually, generalízed.. The difference in the

percent of picture names general ized was only three

percent.

Correct responses were not enitted on any trials to

the control words presented on any retention or

generalization tests for either of the two conditions.

This was consistent for all three chíldren.

fletention and deneralizatio n res:rrl t-s sêD!:rrat-ecl test

trials

Training conditions and testing conditions (two trials

each) were then separated out into categories of (a)

individual preser¡tation of stimuli during training and

test ing, (b ) individual presentat ion of st imul i during



training and simultaneous presentation during testing,

simultaneous presentation of stimuli during training

indivídual presentation during testing, and

simultar¡eous presentation of stimuli during training

test ing. ( see Figure 8. ) .

Retent Í pn

When training conditions and

separated in this wäyr a greater

retaíned when trained
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(c)

and

(d)

and

testing conditions were

percentage of picture

in the individualna¡nes $rere

condition but tes ted by sinultaneously presenting two

time (category b above) than in anystimuli at the

other conbination.

all three children

s äme

These results were consÍstent across

and the differences ranged from three to

in the percent of words retained frornL4 percent difference

the next most effecient combination of training ancl testing

conditíons"

For Ronald and D iane the nex'b most ef f ect ive

connbination involved picture nalnes both trained and tested

using the individual presentation of stimuli (category a

above). For Kenny the next most effective combination for

increasing retention ínvolved picture cards trained and

tested using the símultaneous presentation of stímuIi

(category d above).
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Overall the ¡nost effective combination of training and

testing nethods for increasing retention consisted of

presenting stinruli individually during training and

presenting both traíning stimuli simultaneously cluring

testing. The next most effective ¡nethod for enhancing

retention would appear to be of keeping the method of

presenting stimuli consistent during training and testing,

whether that. consísted of presentingi stinuli índividually

or simultaneously. This varied between children.

Generalization

Results l,trere considerably more variable for

generalization of picture nämes in that there Ì^ras not one

particular training and testing combination that was

consistently effective across aIl three children (see

Figure B). Diane's general.ization results were consistent

with retention results in that a greater percentage of

picture names were retained when trained by presenting

stinuli individually and tested by presenting stimuli

simultaneously. Simil.arly, the next most efficient nethod

for enhancing general izatíon also occurred when picture

nanes were both trained and tested by presenting stinuli

individuaLly.

For Ronald and Kenny generalization results r^rere not

consistent with retention results nor were they consistent
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between the two chil.dren. For EonaId the most effective

method for enhancing generalization consisted of both

training and testing picture names by presenting stinuli

individually while for Kenny generalization was enhanced

when words were both trained and tested by presenting

stimuli simultaneously.

Retent ion and General izatro of Names Learned on F irst or

Second Week

Picture names learned during the second week of

training nay be more easily retained and generalized than

those learned during the first week of training, since they

are closer to these tests ín time. Table B su¡nnarízes

retention and generalization of picture nailes learned

during the first week of training v,s picture names learned

during the second week of training. Since there were

occasions (sickness, home visits, etc. ) where some sessions

were missed for each child, only results in which there

r,rrere an equäl number ()f sessions in the first week of

training as in the second week of training were included"

In general, picture

the first week were

names trained simultaneously

retained better for two children

individually in the second week

duri.ng

while picture names trained
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I^tere general ized f or two chi Idren.

consistency in the results across

retention and generalization.

There ís very ]ittle

chi ldren, conditions, or

Ronald retained and generalized a greater percËntage

of picture nanes Iearned during the second week than during

the first week of training, but this was mainly true for

those picture names that were trained by presenting stimuli

indívidually. For those picture names that were trained

sinultaneously, a slightly greater percentage of picture

names Iearned during the first week of training r^tere

generally retained and generalized" The only exception to

this was during generalization tests in which picture names

were tested with an individual presentation nethod. In this

case, a greater percentage of picture names learned during

the second week than during the first week of training were

generalized.

For Kenny, where there were any differences for

retention and generalization between picture names learned

during t.he first week and those learned durÍng the second

week of training, a greater percentage of words learned

during the fírst week than duríng the second week were

retained. This occurred for picture names Iearned with both

individual ancl simultaneous stímulus presentation.

Generalization results werê the opposite in that, overalì",

a greater percentage clf picture names learned dur'íng the
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second wedk than during the first week of training

generalized. This occurred for picture names trained by

presenting stimuli sinultaneously. One exception was for

picture r¡ames tested simultaneously where a slightly

greater percentage of picture names learned during the

first week than during the second week of training,

generalized. It is difficult to compare differences Ín

retention and generalízation for those words learned during

the first and second weeks of training for those picture

names that were trained by individually presenting stinuli

since it appears that so few picture names were retained or

generalized.

Ðiane's daLa indicate that a greater percentage of words

learned during the first week than during the second week

r:f training were retained; however, this only occurred for

those picture names trained by present ing st imul i

individually. The opposite occurred for words learned by

presenting sti¡nuli simultaneously where a slightly greater

percentage of words learned during the second week thar¡

during the first week of training I^¡ere retained.

Similarly, during generalízation, a slightly greater

percentage of words Iearned during the secnnd week than

during the first week of training gieneralized. This

occurred for picture names Iearnerl by individually or

simultaneously presenting stinnuli during training.
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Eeten'þ ion g.nd Genere..f" ia-at ig¡L Eqgul._te Ëgr Fewer Tegt Trials

Each child had to respond correctly on all four test

trials for a picture name to be considered retained Õr

generalized. This may be a stringerrt criterion. Cuvo et

a1. ( I9B0) conducted more than fc¡ur test trials during

retention tests. However, tests occurred ínnediatel-y after

training. Rowan & Pear (1985) conducted fewer than four

trials when tests occurred after a longer períod r:f tine

after training;. Results may vary in the present study if

fewer than four test trials are cotìsidered. The percent of

pícture nanes retained and generalízed on both one out of

four trials correct and four out of four trials correct

when picture narnes were tested using a combination of

indivíduaIly and simultar¡eously presenting stÍ¡nuli two

Limes each is summarízed in Table 9. It also contains a

summary of the percent of picture names retained when

testing conditions are separated into Índivídual and

simultaneous trials for both one out of two trials correct

and two out of two trials correct for each testing nethod"

Percentage of picture names retained and generalized

are slÍghtly lower when considering four out of four trials

correct than when cons idering one out of four trials

a comb inat ion of thecorrec L , when

individual

the test trials are

and simultaneous presentation of sti.muIi.

of twoSinilar results occur when considering two out
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tríaIs correct and one out of two trials correct, when the

test trials are separated into individual or sinultaneous

presentation of stimuli.

Retention and G êneral'i zation Results f or Fírst T st Tria1

Durirrg retention and generalization tests each picture

naile learned was tested four times. The nethod of

presenting stinuli (individually or simultaneously) for the

first test trial for each picture card was randc¡mized.

Hesults may vary depending on whether the fírst test trial

consisted of individual or sinultaneous presentation of

stinuli" fn order to determine how the children responded

on the first test trial specific to a particular condition'

only the fírst test trial specífic to each conditon tttas

considered. This would eliminate any possible confounding

that, might occur because of having had test trials for the

other condition first. The percentage of picture nanes

retained and generälized on the first trial when presented

individually and the percentage of picture names retained

and generaTized on the first trial when presented

sinultaneously is summarízed ín TabIe 10.

In general, higher retention was

names in the sinultaneous test

obtained for

condi b ion for

sugges t ed

t hose picture

two children.

f or p i. ctureBetter generalization rnlas
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Table l0

Nunber of Picture Names Retained and Generalized
on First TriaI of Individual and Sinultaneous Test

for Each Condition for Each Chitd

RONATD

KENNY

D IANE

CHI tD

I

S

I

S

I

ù

TRAINING
COND ITION

B/L4 (57%)

L0/17 (58%)

s/Ir
?,/L4

(27 %)

(L49",)

4/IB

L/ Lo

(22%)

( r0z)

TESTED
INDIVIDUATI,Y
FIRST

RE TENT ION

I/r4 (7%)

r0/L3 (77%)

0/s (0%)

I/Lo (I0%)

2/6 (33%)

3/r2 (25%)

TESTED
S IMU],T¿,NEOUS tY
FIRSl

s/L4

B/ L7

(64%)

(47%)

2/rr
3/14

( IB%)

(2r%)

6/L8

4/\L

(7 5%)

(36%)

TE S TED
IND I V IDUÂtI,Y
FIRS T

GENER.dTIZAT ION

IZ/ L4

ro/t3

(86%)

(77%)

o/s (oz)

2/r0 (20%)

3/6 (50%)

o/tz (0%)

TE S TED
S IMUITANEOUS IY
FIRSl



names in the individual test condition

Results ldere not cons istent across

retention and generalization; however,

cÕnsidered in these results.

for two

chi ldren,

only one

65

children.

or acrogs

trial was

For Ronald, a greater percentage of picture names were

retained and generalízed when tested simultaneously first.

The exception r,''as for picture names trained individually

where a greater percentage af picture names l^tere retained

¡,trhen tes Led individually f írst. For Kenny ' a $reater

percentage of picture names were retained and generalized

when tested individually first. For Diane' a greater

percentage of picture names were retained when tested

sÍnu1{-aneously first. The opposite occurred during

generalization where a greater percentage of picture names

generalized that were tested índiviclually first. The above

results occurred for aI l three chi ldren regardless ¡:f

whether picture names were trained individually or

s imul taneous Iy.

ïnt. e roÞrse:rver and Procedural HeliabiIitv Results

Interobserver reliability percentage$ for each of the

three chi tdren for verbal responses during basel ine

assessments, training ( individual and sinultaneous ) , arld

retention and generalization tesbs is presented in TabIe

11. These results ranged fron 92-LtA%"
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Tal¡Ie LI

Interol¡servel- ReIial¡ iLity Results

TRA INING
COND ITION

lESlING
CONDITION

CHIID BASEI,INE IND IVIDUAL S IIUUI.TANEOUS RETENTION CENERAI,IZATION

RONALD

I(ENNY

D IANE

I0 0r;

L00z

L00x

992j

9 8r¡

I8:;

I9r;

9 8rj

922.

I9r;

1002

I002¡

6o..

Oo1,

I00r¡
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Procedural- reliability percentages for each of the

three children for baseline, training (individual and

simultaneous), and retention tests is depicted in TabIe I2.

The following categories were included: (a) correct method

of presenting the stimulus for the traíning condition, (b)

correct picture card pointed to, (c) presenting the picture

card correctly on the Ieft or right, (d) presenting a

pronpt or probe trial in accordance with the training

sequeRce, (e) presenti.ng prinary reinforcement after each

probe trial, (f) presenting social reinforcement after each

probe trial, (g) presenting prinary reinforcement after

every fifth prornpt trial, (h) presentin€ social

reinforcement after each prÕmpt trial and, (i) introducing

a new picture card in accordance with the discard

criterion. Procedural reliability results are not

available for generalization tests since it was not

porssible to videotape in that setting.

Procedural reliability results across all above

nenti¡rned categories across alI children during assessment

r,rras I00% (note that for Diane procedural reliabil.ity

measures r.1rere not possíble during assessment due to a video

equipment failure); during the individual condítion ranged

fron 97.5% to I00%; during the simultaneous condition

ranged f rom 98.3% to 1û0%; and during retention r4ras LOl%.
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D ISCUSS ION

In sumüary, the results indicate that both

interspersal and s imul taneous procedures are equal Iy

effective for trainíng picture naming responses ín terms of

the rate of acquisition of picture names, the cumulative

number of picture names learned, and the percentage of

correct responses to prompt and probe trials to known and

unknown pict.ure cards. This would suggest that (a) there

is no discernible difference between the two conditions in

terms of the opportunity for discrimination training or (b)

that a greater opportunity for discrimination training did

exit in the simultaneous condition but that conpeting

responses in this condition lessened the effect of any

discrimínation training that díd exist, making both

conditions appear equally effective.

If competíng responses did lessen the effect in Lhe

sí¡nultaneous cr:ndition during training, a sinilar

confounding effect did not seem to be apparent during

retentinn tests. Interestingly, results for retentir>n

bests indicatecl that p¡reater percentages of picture names

r^rere retaíned when tested simultaneously for thr:se picture

cards trained in the individual condition. These results

were consistent across all three children. This suggests



that compet ing responses wêre not evident during

sÍnultaneous test condition sínce retention results

higher when stimuli were presented simultaner:usIy than

they were presented individually.

70

the

f^le f e

when

The results fron generalization tests were not.

consistent across all three children in terms of the most

effective combination of training and testing conditions.

For one child, retention and generalization resul-ts Tdere

similar ir¡ that a greater perceRtage of picture names

generalízed when tested simultaneously for those cards

traíned in the indivÍdual condition. For the other two

children, a greater percentage of picture names generalized

when the training and testing conditions htere the sane.

The specific condition varied with the child. A, greater

percentage of picture names generalized for one child' when

trained and tested in the individual condition, and for the

other child, when trained and tested in the si¡nu]taneous

condition. SÍnce two of the 'Lhree children obtained higher

percentages of words generalized when stimuli were

presented simultaneously Ít would appear that competing,

responses rÂrere not operat ing during general izat ion tests

either, at least for two of the chíldren.

Overall results do not clearly support an assumption

thaL greater opportunities for discrininatÍon training

occurrecJ in the simultaneous condition since there T^Ias very
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tittle difference in depenrlent measures during training for

the two conclibions. Furthermore, the results do not apPeär

to consistently support an assumption that competing

responses exisb when stimuli are presented sinultaneously.

While thj.s may have been å factor during training, it did

not appear to occur durir¡g retention, sínce hígher

percentages of picture cards were retained when stimuli

TÆere presented simultaneous ly during these tests for

picture cards trained individua.l- Iy"

The apparent inconsistency between the present results

and those of Cuvo et al. (1980) should be addressed. In

the Cuvo et a.l . ( I9B0 ) study present íng st inul i

índivídua11y was more effective than presenting stimuli

simultaneously during training. In the present study, both

conditions appeared equally effective rluring training.

Cuvo et al. ( 1980 ) , however, compared a concurrent

procedure where two stimuli were presented simultaneously

and the pÐËsibílity for discrinination training could

occur, to a seriaÌ procerlure in which only one stimulus is

presented to some mastery criterion and 'bhere is no

possibility for díscrinination training. Any oPportunity

for discrimination training may enhance Iearning nore bhan

no opportunity at all. The present study compared two

procedures in which the possibility for discriminatir:n

trainíng occurred in both. When there is a pÕssibility fc¡r

discrimination training in t¡oth procedures, presenting



stimuli

Lrain ing

sinultaneously may

situabion over

when they are alternated across trials.

The results also seem inconsistent when retention

results are considered. Cuvt¡ et aI. ( fgB0) reported better

retention for the simultaneous training condition. In t.he

present study, retent ion rdas not greater for the

sinultaneous training condition. This inconsistency may be

partly due to the type of instructional sequence used in

each study. In än interspersal procedure, used in the

present study, a known and an unknown picture carcl are

introduced during training" In the simultaneous condition

both were present. Sínce one response (to the known

picture card) is more strongly established, it may conpete

with the response being learned. In a concurrent

procedure, used in Cuvo et al.'s (1980) study, two unknown

picture cards are introduced during training. Since one

response is not more strongly established than the other,

competing responses should not be present in the

s imultaneous condit ion. Training may ha.ve been more

effective in the simultaneous condition of that study than

in 'Lhe present study due to the concurrent procedure" More

effective training may have resulted in more effective

retent ion.
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not offer any improvement in the

presenting stimuli individually
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Implementing a concurrent procedure, in which both

stimulí are considered to be "unknown", may fessen the

effect of any exist ing compet ing responses due to

presenting known stinuli during training, and thus may

demonstrate a more clear effect of presenting stinuli

simultaneously during training. If this is the case,

further research, comparing an interspersal to a concurrent

procedure with simultaneous stimulus presentation in bobh,

would seen to be i-ndicated.

A further note in regard to incons ist,encies in

retention results for the simultaneous condition across the

two studíes concerns the amount of time between training

and testing. Cuvo et aI. tested for retention imnediately

after respÕnses had reached acquisition. The present study

tested for retention at two week intervals for aII picture

names learned within that tinre period. If a shorber time

períod between training and testing had occurred in the

present study, retention results for the simultaneous

conditi¡:n may have been more consistent with that of Cuvo

et al. 's.

The above issues

present study and Cuvo

account of why the

may address inconsistencies in the

et al. 's study, and nay offer an

indívídual condition was not more

in the present

not higher for

effectíve than the sinultaneous conditron

study during training and why retention was
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words trained in the simultaneous condition. It does not,

however¡ €xplain the fact that retention was higher ín the

present study when stimuli were presented simultaneously

during these tests only for picture names trained

individually. Apparently, presenting two stinuli

simultaneous1y has a different effect during training than

during Iater testing. A pofisible explanation may concern

situational stimuli. Competing responses may not have

occurred during training in the índividual condition making

it a more effective training procedure than the

s inultaneous condit ion " The later íntroduct ion of these

adclitional sti¡nuli in ttre simultaneous testing condition

may have enhanced retention in that an additional stimulus

common to both trainíng and testing was introeluced. Stokes

and Baer (L977 ) suggest that it is important to progra¡n

comilon stimuli whích occur both in the training setting and

in the generalization setting in order to increase the

probability of responses occurring. Thus, the stimuli may

be discriminative stimuli for responding correctly to both

stimuli during testing.

Anot.her possible explanation for the effec'b that

retention r{as greater in the simultaneous test condition

for picture cards trained individually could be considered"

I t may be that in the s imultaneous condi t ion duríng

traíning there may have been competiti.on between stimuli
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which may affect whether a particular stimulus l¡ecomes a

discrininative stimulus for a response; ¿ts opposed to

cÒurpetition between well established responses that two

stimuli, already clearly estahlished as discrininative

stirnuli, may occasir:n" Honig and Urcuioli ( I98f ) in their

review of stimulus generalization discuss possible

attentionat processes in terms of competitíon among

stimuli. There may be competition between stimuli during

antecedant conditions which may affect whether a particular

stinulus beco¡nes a discriminatirze stimulus for a response"

Introducing two picture cards duríng the sirnultaneous

training condition, particularly sínce one T¡ras a known

picture card that had â prior history of reinforcement for

being attended to, may have affected how much the second

picture card IA'äs at tended to during training. If the

individual condition was a more effective training

condition because of this one would expect better results

in ret.enbion, particularly Ín the simultaneous condi'bon

where an additional stimtrlus conlmon to training was

presented. If it was not attended Lo very well in the

sinultaneous conditír:n during training , orìe would not

expect gooci retention whether tested indiviclually or

sinultaneously" Further support for this account líes in

the fact that in the Cuvo et al. study a serial procedure

with only one stimulus $ras more effective during training

than when simultaneous stimulí Ì^iere presented and a

posrsibility of competition between stimuli night exist.
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A further issue to address, which may account, in

part, for the fact that the results indicate that both

individually and simultaneously presenting stimuli are

equally effective during traíning, is that of the type of

experimental design chosen to study this problem. As

Kazdin ( 19BZ) suggests difficulties may arise when

implenenting a multi-element design when there is

similarity between the two procedures. If procedures in

which only subtle variations occur are compared¡ äil effect

may not [¡e apparent when imp]ementing a multi-element

design that may be apparent if procedures were compared

across phases " If the opportuni Ly for discriminatíon

training varies only slightly in the two procedures

inplemen Led in this study, the use of a rnulti-element

design may have resulted in a conservative effect of the

comparison, thus, indicating that both procedures are

equally ef f ective during trai,ning" Further to this,

Williams (1982) reported that discrinination training

occurred more sIowJ-y when sessions for two different

discrinination problems h/ere alternated over days than when

trials were presented for one discrimínation problen on

success ive days and then the next. discriminat ion prob le¡n

was trained on successive days. Although in that study

sessions ÞJere alternated over days rather than two sessions

alternated each ,lay, it may still be important when

training several discriminat ion prob Iems to present

successive sessions for one problem at a time.
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Overal I, the results of the present study suggest

that individually or simultaneously presenting stimuli

during training in an applied setting (eg. school) would Lre

equally effective for teaching picture names. Cumulative

nunber of picture names learned, correct responses to

prompt and probe trials, amount of t ime to conduct.

sessions, and number of trials to reach criterir:n were not

significantly better in either conclition. Although

retention and generalization results for two children in

this study were general,ly low, the increased results on

retention tests for picture names learned in the individual

condition and tested in the sinultaneous conditon suggesb

that the individual conditon ilay have some small advantage

over the simultaneous conditon for training.

The results of this study did not clearly substantiate

the suggestion that instructional sequences could be ranked

according to the amount of discrimÍnation training that

might exist due to the type of instructional sequence used

(serial or interspersal and concurrent) and the method of

presenting stimuli ( individual or simultaneous

presentation) during the instructional segueRCe. This

would ,seem the case f or training results, ab least.

However, pícture cards traíned inrlividual1y and testerl

simultaneously did resul"t in sl.ightIy higher retention for

alI three children, and slíghtl-y hígher generalization fcr
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one child. Further research is perhaps warranted directly

comparing the three instructional sequences ( serial,

interspersal, and concurrent) to the two different stimulus

presentation nethods (individual and simul'baneous). Thís

may clarífy the role of competing responses and sti¡nuli and

determine advantages that might be obtained us ing a

concurrent instructional sequence, if any.

In conclus ion, the present study invest igated the

effects of individual and simultaneous stimulus

presentation during picture name training, While the

procedures appear to be equally effectj.ve duríng training,

retent ion was enhanced for picture cards trained

individually and tested simultaneously. These results

cannot be fully explaÍned by differ:ing amounts of

discrimination trainíng in each condition or throtrgh

competíng responses. Additional factors which might be

considered to explain the results include the type of

instructional Fiequence implemented ( interspersal or

concurrent), the type of experinental design used,

competing stimuli, and situational stimuli. tr'urttrer

research would be necessary to rnore conclusively support

these consiclerations.
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